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Objectives: 

Corresponding vs Distance Learning Courses 

Credit Hour 

Middle States Guidelines for Distance Learning Courses 

Student Persistence 



U.S. Department of Education 

Corresponding Courses: 

Provides instructional materials (including exams) by mail or 

electronic transmission 

Limited interaction between the instructor and student (primarily 

initiated by student) 

Typically self-paced 

A correspondence course is not distance education 



U.S. Department of Education 

Distance Learning Courses: 

Support regular and substantive interaction 

Include technologies (one or more): 

Internet 

One-way or two-way transmissions 

Audio Conferencing 

Video sources 



MSCHE Compliance Committee 

 
Consist of faculty involved in distance education 

Recommended by the Deans to the Vice President for Academic Affairs  

Tasked to provide recommendations to the VP regarding the MSCHE compliance on “Credit Hour”.  

References: 

Credit Hour based on Carnegie Unit 

Standards for Instruction Via Alternative Delivery Methods: Draft developed by a group of 
faculty in 2006 



Middle States Commission 

Credit Hour 

•In accordance with 34 CFR 602.24, the Commission “must conduct an effective review and 
evaluation of the reliability and accuracy of the institution’s assignment of credit hours.” The 
Commission must review the institution’s policies and procedures for determining the credit 
hours awarded as well as the application of the institution’s policies and procedures to its 
program and coursework. The Commission must make a “reasonable determination of 
whether the institution’s assignment of credit hours conforms to commonly accepted practice 
in higher education.” 



Credit Hour 

•  Credit hour: Except as provided in 34 CFR 668.8(k) and (l), a credit hour is an amount of work 
represented in intended learning outcomes and verified by evidence of student achievement that is an 
institutionally established equivalency that reasonably approximates not less than— 

• (1) One hour of classroom or direct faculty instruction and a minimum of two hours of out of class 
student work each week for approximately fifteen weeks for one semester or trimester hour of credit, 
or ten to twelve weeks for one quarter hour of credit, or the equivalent amount of work over a 
different amount of time; or 

• (2) At least an equivalent amount of work as required in paragraph (1) of this definition for other 
academic activities as established by the institution including laboratory work, internships, practica, 
studio work, and other academic work leading to the award of credit hours. 



CCM Definition of Credit Hour 

 DEFINITION OF A CREDIT HOUR  

•A credit hour is the amount of work represented in intended learning outcomes and verified by evidence of student 
achievement that is an institutionally established equivalency. 

•One credit hour is 3 hours of activity per week that includes but is not limited to readings, homework, and independent 
study per week.  For example, for a three-credit course, students are expected to spend 135 hours of coursework of both 
online and independent activities.  

 



Guidelines for the Evaluation of Distance Education (Online 
Learning) 

Provide framework for institutions 

Used by evaluation teams 

Based on: 

Evidence of Quality in Distance Education Drawn from Interviews with the Accreditation Community (U.S. 
General Accounting Office, 2006) 

Best Practice Strategies to Promote Academic Integrity in Online Education (Western Interstate Commission for 
Higher Education Cooperative for Educational Technologies - WCET) 



Standard 1 

Online learning is appropriate to the institution’s mission and 
purposes 



Standard 2 

The institution’s plans for developing, sustaining, and, if 
appropriate, expanding online offerings are integrated into its 
regular planning and evaluation practice. 



Standard 3 

Online learning is incorporated into the institution’s system of 
governance and academic oversight. 



Standard 4 

Curricula for the institution’s online learning offerings are coherent, 
cohesive, and comparable in academic rigor to programs offered in 
traditional instructional formats. 



Standard 5 

The institution evaluates the effectiveness of its online learning 
offerings, including the extent to which the online learning goals 
are achieved, and uses the results of its evaluations to enhance the 
attainment of the goals. 



Standard 6 

Faculty responsible for delivering the online learning curricula and 
evaluating the students’ success in achieving the online learning 
goals are appropriately qualified and effectively supported. 



Standard 7 

The institution provides effective student and academic services to 
support students enrolled in online learning offerings. 



Standard 8 

The institution provides sufficient resources to support and, if 
appropriate, expand its online learning offerings. 



Standard 9 

The institution assures the integrity of its online offerings. 



Student Persistence 

• Factors External to the Course: 

• Time Management 

• Motivation 

• Peer and Family Support 



Student Persistence 

• Factors Internal to the Course: 

• Increased communication with instructor 

• A sense of belonging to a learning community 

• Satisfaction with online learning 
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